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Relaxed and
Riverfronted

Welcome to Riverside, the next
exciting phase in the transformation
of Royal Albert Wharf. The vision
is about creating a destination, a
place to make friendships and build
foundations. We want you to discover
and become part of a new district to
call home.
This award winning regeneration in
East London will offer homeowners a
unique lifestyle with the iconic River
Thames at the heart of their every
day living.
With so many options, there is
something for everyone. A wide
range of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom
apartments, as well as 3
bedroom houses are available.
Most of the homes offer far
reaching views across the
Thames and you are only
ever a few steps away from
the riverfront.

Discover a new
district in the heart of
London’s Docklands
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Proposed Restaurant*
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Sales Gallery

9

Proposed Nursery*

2

Lockside Kitchen

6

Management Office

10

Retail

3

Co-operative store

7

RAW Labs

11

Bow Arts

4

Concierge

8

Proposed Gym*

East London’s newest
riverside district
Royal Albert Wharf has attracted a
variety of home owners from across
London and beyond due to the
carefully crafted range of homes.

8
Riverside is unique place to live, with a relaxed waterfront
setting and great transport connections. The Zone 3 location
keeps you connected, but also offers you far more for your
money too.

9

Everything you need is on your doorstep, with plenty of places
to eat and drink creating a buzzing social scene. Creative
studios offer classes ranging from yoga and mindfulness to art
and film. For those wanting to take advantage of the great
outdoors, there is a vast amount of open space including
traditional garden squares and parkland as well as the inspiring
waterside walkway otherwise known as the Capital Ring. All of
this combines to make Royal Albert Wharf a place you’ll be
proud to call home.
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*Proposed use subject to lease agreements.
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An evolving
community
When it comes to creating a new place, it is important to
remember its roots and how a new identity has evolved.

1880

1921

1950

1981

2014

2030
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OPEN FOR BUSINESS

BY ROYAL APPOINTMENT

THE DOCKLANDS’ HEYDAY

A NEW FUTURE

ROYAL ALBERT WHARF BEGINS

A VIBR ANT 21ST
CENTURY DESTINATION

Bigger, deeper and better than anything
before, the new Albert Dock is carved
out of unused east London marshland

With a third new dock and a new ‘Royal’
name, everything from cargo ships to
ocean liners are welcomed into the city

Rebuilt after playing a vital role during
World War II, the Royal Docks enjoy a
boom in trade until changes to trade
transportation mean they begin to fall
out of use

After the Docks’ closure, regeneration
begins, with the arrival of the DLR,
Canary Wharf, London City Airport,
Excel London, the University of East
London and more

Building starts at Royal Albert Wharf
as part of the regeneration of the Royal
Docks, one of London’s most talkedabout redevelopment projects

Almost all of what was formerly old
dock buildings and land will have been
completely transformed into exciting
new places to live, work and play

9

Uniquely
designed
10
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Notting Hill Genesis has carefully
designed the homes at Riverside to be
unique, open, bright and airy. All with
the aim of improving quality of life.

Digital illustration is indicative only

The apartments have large balconies
(most with river views) so there’s
plenty of secluded outside space to
take in the amazing surroundings and
enjoy al fresco dining with family
and friends.
The communal areas have been
given just as much thought. There
are public spaces that link the
community together and lots of

walkways to explore, so you can
meet and greet your neighbours
and get to know the area, all while
admiring far-reaching views of
The Thames and beyond.

70% of the homes
are dual aspect
to maximise the

12

views over the water

Digital illustration is indicative only
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We know how important it is to feel comfortable and at home
in a new place, which is why we focus on great interior design.
We want you to get the most out of the space, so we’ve added

Digital illustration is indicative only

lots of features that will make everyday life more enjoyable.
The open-plan layout creates light and airy living spaces
and the neutral finish means you’ve got a blank canvas to get
creative with. Finer details, like the underfloor heating, add a
bit of luxury.
The on-site amenities have also been designed with everyday
life in mind - there’s a dedicated concierge service, which
offers convenience around the clock, as well as lift access
and cycle storage.
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Inspiring
design
The apartments have all been designed to reflect the
heritage of the London Docklands and the unique
riverside location. This ambitious vision has been
brought to life by the use of robust, warehouse-style
materials and a carefully-considered design that
maximises the waterside setting.

Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios are the
architects behind the project and their
vision is to make Riverside a district
that’s like no other.
Jason Cornish, Partner, says Riverside
has a distinctive character that’s in
keeping with the waterside location:
“The river edge buildings have been
designed to maximise dual aspect
views. The open plan layout opens up
the space and the recessed balconies
provide shelter from the elements
while offering 180-degree views of
the river estuary so residents can
really enjoy the inspiring location.
The apartments and their features
have also been built to the highest
quality, making this a place that people
can call home for years to come.”

16

Digital illustration is indicative only

The waterside location isn’t the only
element captured within the design
adds Jason: “The buildings balance a
level of refinement with a simple robust
approach that reflects the docklands
heritage. Deep solid brickwork and
recessed areas and panels have been
used to add authenticity and give that
handcrafted feel. We’ve also used
lighter, multi-brickwork throughout
and the different use of materials and
colours creates a distinct identity.”
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The streets, squares, varied landscape and
Docklands vernacular makes this a unique
place to call home. Riverside is a place that’s
rapidly evolving in an area of London that’s
redefining itself as a forward-thinking place
to be. It’s a place where people can live, work
and play, seven days a week.
Martijn Eefting, Associate at Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios

Engaging spaces
The close proximity to the water has also played a key role in
the design of the landscape and the communal areas explains
Martijn Eefting, Associate at Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios:
“The landscape flows from the river through to the buildings
making the spaces permeable. We wanted to create entrances
and spaces that people can use all year round. There are
larger and smaller courtyards for socialising and an ecological
corridor for everyone to enjoy, which creates a real sense of
place. Many of the buildings and commercial spaces have
balconies and entrances that engage with the landscape and
the water so people can make the most of the river and it also
creates a real sense of community.”
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Digital illustration is indicative only
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Digital illustration is indicative only

The commercial space on the ground floor of the Hamme Building
can be enjoyed by residents and visitors alike and is adjacent to the new
Capital Ring river walkway. This builds on the existing community facilities
within Royal Albert Wharf for an energetic and atmospheric lifestyle.
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socialise with your friends

Crossrail comes in late 2018 with the new
terminus at Custom House being your gateway
to Canary Wharf, the West End and beyond
to Heathrow. There will be 12 trains per hour
in both directions with an estimated 25,000
people using the new Elizabeth Line from
this station each day. The landmark station
at Canary Wharf has five levels of mixed use
development above it, including places to eat,
shop and relax in the stunning roof garden.
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when you’re connected.

Gallions Reach DLR is on your doorstep,
connecting you to the heart of London.
There are also plenty of other ways to get
around including cycle and walking paths
along the river - there’s no better way to
start your day.
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Everyday life is easier
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Zone 3 - you’re
connected
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Train times taken from Transport for London and distances taken from Google Maps.

Within easy reach of
London’s hotspots
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Illustrated map is not to scale.
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It’s all on
your doorstep
28
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Everything
you need
With Canary Wharf and Westfield at
Stratford just 20 and 23 minutes away
respectively via the DLR at Gallions
Reach, there is so much within easy
reach. Work life aside, the retail and
leisure facilities at each of these great
places make Riverside a natural choice
from which to explore.
Royal Albert Wharf is also a destination in its own right.
There’s a great mix of people already living/working here and
everything you need is right outside your front door, from the
open spaces and riverside walks to the art studios, community
café and restaurant that champions local produce.
Royal Albert Wharf is more than a place to live and work.
It’s a place that’s shaping futures and creating a lasting legacy.

30

Photography taken at Royal Albert Wharf
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Indulge

A quick bite to eat after
work or Friday night
cocktails with friends
on the waterfront;
whatever the occasion,
the location has you
covered.
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Fine dining and cosmopolitan café
culture are all close to hand. From
Tom’s Kitchen and Iberica at Canary
Wharf to the diverse range of East-End
gastro-pubs and restaurants locally,
you’ll find an eclectic menu of tastes
from all corners of the globe.
Whether you fancy elegant cocktails
in a sophisticated bar or a big night
out with friends, there is an excellent
choice of venues within 30 minutes of
Royal Albert Wharf. And if you’re simply
looking for a relaxed pint at a friendly
local pub, Galyon’s Bar & Kitchen is just a
few minutes’ walk, whilst nearby Canning
Town also has a range of options.

SOME GREAT PLACES TO
CATCH LIVE EVENTS
Close to The City, Wilton’s Music Hall
is perfect for live music and world-class
productions.
Easily accessible by tube or the Emirates
Airline, the famous O2 plays host to
some of the world’s biggest acts, from
music to comedy and everything
in between.
Up until 20 years ago, The Troxy was
a bingo hall near Limehouse, but was
re-born into a fantastic live events
venue attracting many leading names
in the music industry.
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With a range of
Canary Wharf has more than
120 stores across five malls, including
cinema, places to eat and drink
and both a Waitrose Food and
Marks & Spencer Simply Food outlet.

boutiques and high
street stores around you,
the ultimate shopping
experience is just a few
steps away.

There’s a convenience store on your
doorstep with the Co-operative located
next to the pump house and you’ll
find lots of supermarkets and popular
high street stores in the Gallions Reach
Shopping Park, including a large Tesco
Extra and a Nandos. East London is
well known for its iconic markets, like
Queen’s Market and Brick Lane, which
are well worth a visit.
Stylish boutiques and luxury lifestyle
brands are never far away either, with
Westfield Stratford nearby and Canary
Wharf with its host of stores lining the
streets including Michael Kors and
The White Company.

of commercial retail space to bring a full range
of services to your doorstep
34
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Space to
express
yourself
Royal Albert Wharf attracts
buyers from all over the capital
who are collectively joined
together by their love of
the location and the
uniqueness of the place.
There aren’t many places in London that offer
so much open air and space - Beckton Park,
Royal Victoria Gardens and the Thames Barrier Park
are all pretty easy to get to.
There are also new parks and pockets of green
open space spanning the entirety of this new
district, which you can use for walks, picnics or just
kicking back and enjoying some fresh air. But it’s the
water that makes this place extra special. Immerse
yourself in some sailing, rowing, wakeboarding,
open-water swimming or paddle boarding at
WakeUp Docklands - the options are endless.

36
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Next-door
neighbours
When I saw Royal Albert Wharf,

People from all walks
of life live here, drawn
to the area for a variety
of reasons.

I was astonished at how peaceful
Royal Albert Wharf was when I
first arrived; it feels like a little
village centred around the water.

Professional city worker and first-time
buyer Tom O’Connor wanted to
put down some roots in the capital.
He wanted somewhere that was close
to a station and he owns a two-bedroom
apartment that overlooks the water.

I knew straight away that this
was the one. I couldn’t believe
how open it is; it doesn’t feel
like London at all, despite how
close it is into the centre of town.
Having Gallions Reach DLR on the
doorstep is really handy.
Shauna Bull, local resident

For Marco Liberace and his family, it was the design
and location that brought them here: “Being on
the second floor, we have some beautiful views of
the docks from our balcony. We loved the design
and the space of the apartments, especially the
open-plan layout and dual aspect, allowing lots
of natural light into the rooms. As the area is
undergoing regeneration, we saw huge potential here.”

The location allows me to get
wherever I need to be and I
can get across London easily.

38
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Integrated
& Innovative
Bow Arts, London’s leading arts and creative learning provider
is making big waves at Royal Albert Wharf, developing creative
studios for artists and local entrepreneurs. Their exciting
programme for the RAW Labs offers a packed events calendar
throughout the year for residents and visitors to enjoy.
“Our vision at Royal Albert Wharf
is to develop a creative hub that
can be used by everyone and to
create these brilliant affordable
spaces that give back to the
community,” says Joss Taylor,
Bow Arts’ Project Manager.
“Artists hire out the spaces here
and the license fees contribute
towards community-led
projects and the local education
programme, which includes a
series of workshops we’re running
with Gallions Reach Primary
School. It’s a real commitment to
developing the community here.”

Bow Arts has already filled forty
of the available waterfront studio
spaces which are attracting
people from a wide spectrum
of creative industries including
artists, designers, painters and
photographers:
“The area is permeable - the
studio spaces are all public-facing
and glass-fronted so residents
walking by can see the creatives
using the space and will feel an
active part of the community.
With an inspirational waterside
setting, the studios have been
designed with artists in mind.

They’re high spec, air conditioned
and there’s a concierge on-site to
help with everyday needs. Every
studio is open plan and has an
abundance of natural light and
they’re adaptable - they’re ideal
for people looking for space to
set up a business.”

We have an everchanging calendar - from
mindfulness sessions and
vintage clothing sales to
the weekly yoga class and
film club, there’s always
something to do.
Joss Taylor,
Bow Arts’ Project Manager

Bow Arts in partnership with Notting
Hill Genesis has developed RAW Labs,
a multi-use community space that
includes an event space and a coffee
shop for everyone to enjoy: “The cafe
is a central hub for residents to come
together. There are also plenty
of activities to get involved with in
the upstairs event space; our events
bring the community together and
connect people.”
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RAW Labs is host to changing artist residencies at Royal Albert
Wharf, offering professional artists the chance to work in an
inspiring environment while engaging with local schools and
the community by running regular educational workshops for
everyone to enjoy. “Artists come from all over the world and
during their residency they will run workshops for families
living here and they’ll create a legacy piece - art that they will
leave behind for everyone to admire. This all links with our
overarching ethos of giving back to the area and creating this
ecosystem where residents can learn and grow together in an
inspiring environment. Promoting a sense of togetherness is
really important.”
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Collectively
Individual
Notting Hill Genesis is one of London’s
leading housing providers with a rich
and innovative history.
We work in many different areas and a key purpose is the
long-term successful management of thriving communities.
The organisation has joined forces with other like-minded
companies to bring their vision of regeneration and building
sustainable places to life at Royal Albert Wharf.
Bow Arts has developed community spaces for residents
to interact and socialise and they’ve provided artists with
bespoke , affordable studios to get creative in. The Greenwich
Co-operative Development Agency has launched Lockside
Kitchen, a restaurant and cafe that also has a strong social
purpose, empowering entrepreneurs to develop their food
business through practice and training.
Every business here shares the same vision, including the
local Co-operative supermarket - a brand that’s focused
on a ‘different, fairer and better way of doing business’.
Through a shared ethos, the organisations have created an
accessible neighbourhood that encourages its residents
to grow from within and provides space for individuals
and businesses to thrive.
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RIVERSIDE - ROYAL ALBERT WHARF
Aird Point, 1 Lockside Way, E16 2GZ
Tel: 020 3355 2185 Website: WWW.ROYALALBERTWHARF.COM
Riverside at Royal Albert Wharf is a marketing name and will not necessarily form part of the approved postal address. The information in this document is indicative only and
is intended to act as a guide only to the finished product. Accordingly, due to Notting Hill Genesis’ policy of continuous improvement, the finished product may vary from
the information provided. These particulars should not be relied upon as accurately describing any of the specific matters described by any order under Consumer Protection
Regulations 2008. Nor do they constitute a contract or warranty. For new build properties, Notting Hill Genesis abides by the NHBC’s Consumer Code for Home Builders. For more
information please visit www.nhbc.co.uk. Computer Generated Images (CGIs) are indicative only. Furniture shown in the CGIs is not included. Applicants are advised to contact the
sales agents (Savills) to ascertain the availability of any particular property. Details are correct at the time of going to print, May 2018.

